
INTRODUCTION

The Valaisan domain is a major paleogeographic and 
structural unit in the Western Alps (Fig. 1) whose oceanic 
character is documented by the existence of a preserved 
ophiolitic complex (the Versoyen Complex) with a typical 
N-MORB signature (Loubat, 1968; Schürch, 1987; Can-
nic, 1996). The Valaisan Domain has long been considered 
as the remnant of a “reduced” oceanic domain opening to 
the northwest of the main Alpine Liguro-Piemonte ocean 
(Trümpy, 1954; Antoine, 1971). However, as a whole, the 
Valaisan domain is quite complex, particularly in the Petit-
Saint-Bernard (PSB) Pass (French-Italian border) and Visp 
areas (Swiss Valais), including plutonic rocks which do not 
conform straightforwardly with an oceanic setting. 

The first mention of “roches vertes” in the Haut val-
lon du Versoyen is found on the second edition of the 
“Carte Géologique de la Suisse au 380.000e” (Studer et al., 
1853/1867; Schoeller, 1929), where   mainly prasinites and 

serpentinites were mapped in the area and interpreted as the 
basement of the Petit-Saint-Bernard (PSB) Unit. Schoeller 
(1929) traced a tectonic contact between the “roches vertes”-
PSB Unit and the underlying “Flysch” and made an analogy 
with the Mont Jovet (Vanoise massif), i.e., considering the 
Unit as a klippe of “schistes lustrés” and ophiolites origi-
nating from the Piedmont ocean and thrusted on the Brian-
çonnais domain. Piero and Giulio Elter (1965) mapped in 
detail the Petit Saint-Bernard area, being the first to define 
the “zona del Versoyen” with prasinites and black schists, 
serpentinites, and crystalline rocks at Punta Rossa. Follow-
ing Schoeller (1929), Elter and Elter (1965) also interpreted 
the contact between the Versoyen and the underlying Val-
aisan Flysch Trilogy as a tectonic contact, but recognized 
an overturned stratigraphy in the “Flysch”. Antoine (1971), 
together with Loubat (1968), were the first to map a strati-
graphic contact (unconformity) between the two units. This 
interpretation was criticized by Aubouin (1965) at the time of 
his book “Geosynclines”, because the interpretation implied 
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ABSTRACT

Based on detailed field investigations and structural mapping in the Petit-Saint Bernard Pass area (French-Italian border), the Versoyen Complex is newly 
defined as an imbrication of four structural units. The first one is composed of the remnant of the Valaisan ocean floor (“basalt” and “black schist” formation) 
and the other three units -grouped under the name of “schistes à blocs”- contain blocks with different origin: oceanic, continental or a mix of both, embed-
ded in a matrix of grey micaschists. Kinematic analysis highlights the compressional style of this complex with a well-developed stack of tectonic slivers. 
Rocks in the tectonic mélange include Paleozoic green gneiss and grey-green micaschists blocks, together with Upper Paleozoic granitoid and layered gabbro, 
which display a typical orogenic calc-alkaline signature, comparable to that of coeval plutonic rocks of the Briançonnais continental basement attributed to 
a late Variscan back-arc environment. A new isotopic dating on a calc-alkaline layered gabbro block gave a U/Pb zircon age of 310 ± 4 Ma, in the range of 
other dated plutonic rocks such as the Punta Rossa and Aiguille du Clapet megablocks. These Paleozoic continental basement rocks of the Versoyen Complex 
were initially rift allochthons, but are now outcropping as a tectonic mélange, with imbricated blocks and slivers within an Early Cretaceous grey micaschists 
matrix. Radiolarians sampled by Beltrando et al. (2012) within the grey micaschists have been attributed to the Late Jurassic - Early Cretaceous. Additional 
stratigraphic and geodynamic constraints allow us to restrict the deposition of the Versoyen sediments from the Aptian to Cenomanian times. The Versoyen 
Complex is unconformably overlain by the Valaisan Trilogy (Aroley-Marmontains-Saint Christophe) of Cretaceous age. The Turonian Aroley strata deposited 
on the Versoyen “schistes à blocs” units and the absence of any Aroley limestones within the underlying tectonic mélange testify a clear stratigraphic uncon-
formity, mapped regionally, between the Versoyen Complex and Valaisan Trilogy. Both are affected by a high-pressure metamorphism related to the Alpine 
collision around 40 Ma and trace of former metamorphism are nowhere observed suggesting that the former mélange did not result in a significant tectonic 
thickening. We interpret the Versoyen Complex, as a pre-Alpine Cretaceous subduction-related accretionary prism, formed during the closure of the Valaisan 
Ocean. Valaisan rifting initiated during the Late Jurassic, as a consequence of an eastwards propagation of the North-Atlantic rifting towards the Alpine re-
gion. This propagation followed pre-existing Variscan structures along the Zone Houillère, explaining the present marked differences between Variscan base-
ments on each side of the Valaisan suture (External Crystalline Massifs and Briançonnais basement). Due to the southward subduction of the Valaisan Ocean, 
this passive margin was later on deformed through compressional shearing tectonics, developing a “schistes à blocs” fabric and imbricating the former rift 
allochthons. During the Tertiary Alpine collision, Versoyen and Valaisan Trilogy units were deeply underthrusted, and then exhumed under the Subbriançon-
nais units - including the Petit-Saint Bernard and Arguerey Liassic calcschists, which underthrusted in turn the Briançonnais Front.
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that the “roches vertes” could not have been thrusted from the 
single Alpine Piedmont “eugeosyncline”, but were formed in 
a second oceanic domain, located to the northwest of the Bri-
ançonnais “Géanticline”.

High precision U/Pb zircon ages obtained at the end of 
the 90’s and beginning of the 2000’s severely modified the 
previous view of the geology of the region by demonstrat-
ing the Late Paleozoic age of many Valaisan magmatic rocks 
including the ophiolite itself (Cannic, 1996; Schärer et al., 
2000) and adjacent massifs (Beltrando et al., 2007; Masson et 
al., 2008). Because of their high quality, the Permian ages ob-
tained by Beltrando et al. (2007) on the Punta Rossa (267 ± 1 
Ma) and Aiguille du Clapet (272 ± 2 Ma) massifs provide the 
most robust elements in favor of a pre-Alpine age of the Ver-
soyen. On the base of these new ages, Beltrando et al. (2012) 
re-interpreted the Versoyen Complex in the Petit-Saint-Ber-
nard pass area as a hyper-extended rift margin thought to cre-
ate discontinuous slivers of Paleozoic basement. 

The first author has been working for some years on the 

Valaisan domain, with special attention to the Petit-Saint-
Bernard Pass area (Fig. 2), displaying probably the best 
outcrop area for France, Italy and Switzerland to study the 
oceanic relics under the Valaisan Trilogy. Another Versoyen 
type well-known outcrop area is situated in the Visp Valais 
region, in Switzerland. Despite more intense tectonics and 
folding, the Südegg Complex of Blatt Raron is comparable 
to the Versoyen Complex and sit in a very similar structural 
position (Jeanbourquin et al., 1991; Jeanbourquin, 1994; Sar-
tori et al., 2017).

The present article is largely based on new lithological 
characterization, additional structural relationships between 
the different mapped Versoyen Complex units, and new geo-
chronological and geochemical analyses (a new zircon U/
Pb date and eleven whole-rock analyses). The objective is 
to propose a new model, which better reconciles these new 
analytical data and field evidence, and emphasizes the need 
for complementary data, such as an unequivocal dating of the 
Valaisan ocean floor magmatism. 

Fig. 1 - Simplified geological map of the Alps 
with indication of the Versoyen studied area 
near Petit-Saint-Bernard Pass. The Valaisan 
unit is outcropping from Moûtiers to Visp in 
Swiss Valais, between External Crystalline 
Massif (ECM) and the Zone Houillère / Pen-
ninic Briançonnais Domain. 
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VERSOYEN COMPLEX: A NEW APPROACH
Structural map and Cross-section

For the general setting of the Valaisan domain and Ver-
soyen Complex, we refer the reader to the comprehensive re-
view included in Beltrando et al.  (2012). Our structural map 
and cross-section reported in Figs. 3 and 4 match generally 
with the map of Beltrando et al. (2012). However, we con-
sider the Versoyen Complex as composed of four structural 
units: Unit 1 + Units 2a-2b-2c (Figs. 5, 6, 7, 8). Unit 1 con-
sists of metabasalts and “black schists”, slightly dislocated, 
derived from an ocean floor, referred to as the typical Ver-
soyen lithofacies; Unit 2 is a succession of three sub-units of 
a “schistes à blocs” mélange with tectonic shear structura-
tion. The three sub-units were distinguished based on nature 

and origin of their blocks and slivers: Sub-unit 2a consists 
only of oceanic blocks (serpentinite and basalt), Sub-unit 2b 
contains a mix of oceanic and continental basement blocks 
(Punta Rossa granitoid, micaschist, green gneiss, mylonitic 
black shear zone, layered gabbro), and Sub-unit 2c is com-
posed only of continental basement blocks (green gneiss and 
black shear zone). 

The Valaisan Trilogy overlays unconformably the Ver-
soyen Complex. This stratigraphic unconformity seals the 
pre-Alpine structuration of the Versoyen Complex. The 
basal Aroley is resting unconformably on the three mapped 
“schistes à blocs” units (Units 2a-2b-2c). The fact that the 
Aroley rocks are never involved in the structuration of the 
underlying “schistes à blocs” clearly indicates that the con-
tact, which can be mapped and followed regionally, is a 

Fig. 2 - Overall view from Lancebranlette 
summit of the Versoyen discussed area. 
Simplified geological interpretation of the 
greater Punta Rossa area. The Punta Rossa 
and Punta Rossa South massifs belong to the 
same stack of tectonic slivers embedded in 
the grey micaschist matrix (schistes à blocs 
structuration). The Versoyen schistes à blocs 
are unconformably overlain by the Valaisan 
Trilogy on a regional syncline reverse limb 
against the Briançonnais Front (to the right of 
the photograph). Late upright refolding of the 
overturned flank is well visible, below Mont 
Blanc summit. Liassic Petit-Saint-Bernard 
and Arguerey Calcschists (PSBA) are in low 
angle Alpine thrust tectonic contact with the 
Versoyen Unit (cargneule locally present at 
the contact).
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stratigraphic unconformity. Additionally, “mariposite” (in-
formal name given to a Cr-bearing green mica) clasts, re-
worked from the Versoyen serpentinite, are observed near 
the basal Aroley contact (Fudral and Guillot, 1988), sup-
porting also the unconformity nature of this contact. To the 
southwest, the basal Aroley unconformity is overlying a Car-
boniferous to Liassic sequence (Antoine, 1971) within the 
Unité de Moûtiers.

In the map of Fig. 3, a low angle Tertiary Alpine thrust 
contact (black line) is shown between the Petit-Saint-Bernard 
- Arguerey calcschist Unit (PSBA) and the underlying Ver-
soyen Complex. This contact is locally marked by an align-
ment of cargneules that attest its Tertiary Alpine origin, be-
cause in the Western Alps these rocks are unknown before the 
basal Oligocene (M. Lemoine, C. Kerckhove, pers. comm.). 
Unlike Beltrando et al. (2012), who represent the basal Ar-
guerey tectonic contact as a vertical fault, it is interpreted by 
us as a low-angle thrust contact, in structural continuity with 
that at the base of the PSB Unit (Figs. 3 and 4).

Close to the Briançonnais Front, at the Tête du Chargeur 
(Fig. 3), this low-angle Tertiary Alpine thrust marks the tec-
tonic contact between the tightly folded Valaisan Trilogy and 
the PSBA unit. This outcrop disproves the interpretation of 
Masson et al. (2008), who consider the cargneules as Trias-
sic rocks marking a stratigraphic contact between the “Paleo-

zoic” Versoyen Complex and the Liassic PSBA unit. On the 
lower right corner of the map of Fig. 3, near the Petit-Saint-
Bernard Pass, the PSBA unit is overthrusted by the Briançon-
nais Front (red Tertiary Alpine thrust contact line).

A minor late Alpine low angle backthrust contact (yel-
low line, Fig. 3) has been mapped between the Aiguille de 
l’Hermite (Unit 1) and the top of the Arguerey calcschist and 
Collet des Rousses Unit. This rather late Alpine event oc-
curred most likely towards the end of the tectonic thrusting 
of the PSBA unit, and is possibly linked to the late antiformal 
structure described below. In our opinion, this low angle fault 
contact observed at the top of the Arguerey Unit makes im-
possible a stratigraphic contact with the Hermite Unit above, 
as proposed by Beltrando et al. (2012). In addition, it must be 
noted that the Arguerey calcschists belong to the same unit as 
the PSB calcschists, which are in clear fault contact with the 
Versoyen units.

The whole stratigraphic sequence of the Versoyen Com-
plex and Valaisan Trilogy (Fig. 5) is in an overturned position 
(Figs. 3 and 4), an is part of a regional syncline overturned to 
the northwest. This Tertiary Alpine structuration was formed 
towards the end of the Versoyen-Valaisan and PSBA exhu-
mation process. Later (late Alpine), this overturned flank was 
refolded as evident from a well visible upright north-south 
antiform axis (Fig. 2 and 6h). 

Fig. 3 - Structural map of the Versoyen and surrounding units near the Petit-Saint-Bernard Pass. See map legend on Fig. 4. This map shows the 2 structural 
units of the Versoyen Complex: Unit 1, rests of a dislocated ocean floor and Unit 2 containing schistes à blocs. Based on block lithology/origin, 3 sub-units 
have been mapped within Unit 2: Unit 2a with oceanic blocks only, Unit 2b with a mix of oceanic and continental basement blocks (among them the Punta 
Rossa megablock), and Unit 2c containing only continental basement blocks (green gneiss). The Valaisan Trilogy overlays unconformably the Versoyen com-
plex. This Turonian unconformity is sealing the pre-Alpine structuration of the Versoyen Complex. This map displays also the low angle Alpine thrust con-
tact (with local cargneule) of the Versoyen Complex and the Valaisan Trilogy (at Tête du Chargeur) under the PSBA units (black thrust contact), and similarly 
of the PSBA under the Briançonnais/Zone Houillère Front (red thrust contact).
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Fig. 4 - Structural cross section from Mont Miravidi to the Petit-Saint-Bernard Pass. For explanations, refer to Fig. 3 caption. 

Fig. 5 - Lithostratigraphic summary log of the Versoyen and Valaisan Trilogy. (a) This study. The Versoyen Complex is made of 4 structural units: remnant of 
Valaisan ocean floor Unit 1 and 3 sub-units of schistes à blocs differentiated by the nature/origin of their blocks (units 2a, 2b and 2c). Based on Stampfli and 
Hochard (2009) model, we attribute an Aptian age to the transcurrent Valaisan ocean floor creation, following a Valaisan rifting period from 150 to 125 Ma. 
The Versoyen Complex shows a Cretaceous pre-Alpine structuration, as it is unconformably overlain by the Aroley (Turonian age) and the rest of the Valaisan 
Trilogy. The grey micaschist matrix of the schistes à blocs of Unit 2 contains Early Cretaceous radiolarians (found by Beltrando, 2012). The structuration of 
the schistes à blocs takes place therefore over the time period 112-94 Ma (Albian and Cenomanian). Cargneule, younger than 35-40 Ma and associated with 
Tertiary Alpine collision thrusts, is never observed at the contact or within any of the four Versoyen structural units. (b) Internal Valaisan lithostratigraphy 
from Beltrando et al. (2007). In this interpretation Alpine folding (F1 and F2) affect both the Versoyen Unit and the Valaisan Trilogy.   
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Fig. 6 - Landscape interpreted geophotos describing the four different structural units of the Versoyen complex near the Petit-Saint-Bernard Pass. 
(a) Unit 1 in Haut vallon de Beaupré. Oceanic floor outcrop, basalt and black schist, dislocated within an accretionary prism. (b) Unit 1 at Pointe des 
Glaciers. Oceanic floor outcrop, basalt and black schist, dislocated within an accretionary prism. (c) Unit 2a on Mont Miravidi cliff. Oceanic schistes 
à blocs unconformably overlain by the Valais Trilogy (overturned). (d) Units 1, 2a, 2b in Vallon de Bassa Serra. Oceanic schistes à blocs (2a) and 
continental - oceanic schistes à blocs (2b). (e) Unit 2b in Punta Rossa South massif. Imbricated continental and oceanic slivers. (f) Early Cretaceous 
radiolaria-bearing sandy grey micaschists under the Punta Rossa Pass, matrix of units 2b & 2c. (g) Unit 2c in Mont Laytire to Mont Ouille slope. Con-
tinental schistes à blocs with only green gneiss (gn) blocks and associated black mylonite. (h) Late alpine large antiform fold with overturned Valais 
trilogy resting unconformably on Unit 2b schistes à blocs. Unit 1 (6a-6b-6d) shows the dislocated rests of the Valaisan ocean floor with basaltic sills 
and pillowed lava flows intercalated with black schists. Unit 2a (6c-6d) shows the schistes à blocs fabric with oceanic blocks (serpentinite and basalt). 
This unit is naturally in contact with oceanic Unit 1. Unit 2b (6e-6h) shows the schistes à blocs fabric with a mix of oceanic and continental basement 
(granite, gneiss, micaschist) blocks. This unit has been logically mapped (Fig. 3) between Unit 2a (oceanic blocks only) and Unit 2c (continental 
blocks only). Unit 2c (6g) shows the schistes à blocs fabric with only continental basement blocks (green gneiss). The matrix (6f) of all these schistes à 
blocs is a sandy grey micaschists containing Early Cretaceous radiolarians (Fig. 1S).  
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Fig. 7 - Detail of the main blocks and slivers lithologies (oceanic and continental) from the Versoyen Complex (schistes à blocs - units 2a, 2b and 2c). 
(a) Green serpentinite tectonic sliver (Unit 2a) at Mont Miravidi. (b) Metabasalt tectonic sliver (Unit 2a) south of Mt Miravidi. (c) Metagranitoid large 
tectonic sliver (Unit 2b) in Punta Rossa massif. (d) Green gneiss block (Unit 2b) East of Tormottaz Lake. (e) Grey green micaschist block (Unit 2b) 
East of Tormottaz Lake. (f) Layered metagabbro block (Unit 2b) East of Tormottaz Lake. (g) Black mylonite transition with white metagranitoid block 
(Unit 2b) in Vallon du Breuil. (h) Green gneiss block (Unit 2c) between Grand Berrier and Laityre summit. 
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Beltrando et al. (2012) separate two Versoyen units 
(Punta Rossa and Hermite) by a “late Alpine shear zone”. 
Instead, our interpretation is that the contacts between our 
four Versoyen units are all pre-Tertiary and Cretaceous in 
age because sealed by the deposition of the Turonian Aroley 
unit, which rests unconformably on the Versoyen Complex 
(Antoine, 1971). No cargneule are associated with any of the 
tectonic contacts within the Versoyen Complex and sealed by 
unfaulted basal Aroley unconformity, which suggests a pre-
Alpine origin of these contacts.

A Barremian to Aptian age was historically ascribed to 
the base of the Valaisan Trilogy and this age was adopted by 
Beltrando et al. (2007) and Loprieno et al. (2011). This age 
is based on the first fossil findings, mostly orbitolines (Elter, 
1954; Trümpy, 1955; Sodero, 1968). However, the Turonian 
Globotruncana (G. lapparenti coronata, Bolli), later discov-
ered by Antoine (1971) and Fudral (1973) in the basal section 
of the Aroley, led Jeanbourquin and Burri (1991) and Trümpy 
himself (Antoine, pers. comm.) to consider the orbitolines as 
reworked fossils. Such reworking at the base of the Valai-
san flysch sequence is consistent with significant erosion oc-
curred at the basin margin. This flysch basin has been depos-

ited when the ocean was closing and not on a passive margin 
during the extensional phase. The end of oceanic extension 
and initiation of compression is placed around 110 Ma (see 
below), in good agreement with the Turonian unconformity 
sealing the Cretaceous deformation of the Versoyen.

Valaisan ocean and Briançonnais Paleozoic continental 
basement lithologies

The Permian ages obtained by Beltrando et al. (2007) 
on the Punta Rossa and Clapet massifs provide strong con-
straints on the Versoyen Complex formation and its regional 
geodynamic interpretation. It is worth noting that Permian 
magmatism rarely occurs in the Alpine external crystalline 
basement (ECM) but is widespread in the internal Briançon-
nais basement domain (Barféty et al., 1993; Cannic et al., 
2001; Ballèvre et al., 2018).

The main lithologies of tectonic slivers and blocks in the 
“schistes à blocs” of sub-units 2 are illustrated in Fig. 7 and 
the tectonic mélange structure is described in Fig. 8. Besides 
serpentinite and metabasalt blocks, interpreted as deriving 
from an ocean floor (unit 2a), a wide range of continental 

Fig. 8 - Landscape geophotos describing the tectonic mélange structuration (schistes à blocs and slivers) of the Versoyen complex (here only Unit 2b). (a) Me-
tabasalt green block within grey micaschist matrix (Unit 2b) in Upper Vallon du Breuil. (b) Metagranitoid and green gneiss blocks in grey micaschist matrix 
(Unit 2b ) in Upper Vallon du Breuil. (c) Two green gneiss blocks within grey micaschist matrix (Unit 2b) on the path between Punta Rossa and Tormottaz. 
(d) Two metagabbro blocks within grey micaschist matrix (Unit 2b) South of Tormottaz. The matrix around all these continental basement and oceanic blocks 
and slivers is a sandy grey micaschist containing Early Cretaceous radiolarians (Fig. 1S). 
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basement lithologies in units 2b and 2c was observed, includ-
ing white metagranitoid, green gneiss (referred to by Beltran-
do et al., 2012 as “masses of metamafic rocks”), grey-green 
micaschist, layered gabbro and black mylonite. Black my-
lonites are always found in transitional or sharp contacts with 
the white Permian metagranitoid or the green gneiss. Accord-
ing to Burri (pers. comm. in the field), the green gneiss blocks 
appear very similar to the gneiss observed in the internal Bri-
ançonnais basement (Grand Saint Bernard zone). Likewise, 
grey-green micaschist blocks do resemble foliated metamor-
phic rocks from the Bellecôte and Mont-Pourri massifs in 
Vanoise, which were dated at around 500 Ma (Guillot, 1987; 
Guillot et al., 2012). 

The Paleozoic layered mafic rocks are cropping out in the 
Aiguille du Clapet massif and found as   blocks near Tormot-
taz. Late Variscan diorites comparable to the mafic blocks in 
the Versoyen Complex occur in the Briançonnais (Piantone, 
1980; Barféty et al., 1993). New geochemical data are pre-
sented later, which clearly highlight geochemical similarities 
between the Versoyen and Briançonnais mafic rocks but dis-
card any resemblance between them and the coeval (i.e., Up-
per Carboniferous) plutons in the ECM.

In the field, structural alignment and analysis of defor-
mation criteria (lineation, stretching and kinematics) clearly 
indicate that the Punta Rossa and Clapet massifs are large 
blocks or rather tectonic slivers, in tectonic contact but not 
linked to any Versoyen primary oceanic lithologies of Unit 
1. The EDF tunnel under the Clapet Massif encountered no 
Clapet-type gabbro lithologies (Antoine et al., 1992). In our 
model, like all other smaller size Paleozoic continental base-
ment blocks of the Versoyen “schistes à blocs” complex, the 
blocks were tectonically associated to the Valaisan oceanic 
domain lithologies during an accretionary prism process in 
Cretaceous times. The subduction under the Briançonnais 
continental basement created the Versoyen tectonic mélanges 
observed today in the Petit-Saint-Bernard pass area.

Our model, which does not consider an original geologi-
cal link among the Punta Rossa granitoid, the Clapet gab-
bro and the Versoyen Unit, makes neither the existence of a 
Permian magmatism associated with the Versoyen Unit nor 
the need for an “intrusion into the Valaisan basement” (Bel-
trando et al., 2007). The association of granitoid and gabbro 
in the Versoyen Unit led Beltrando et al.  (2007) to conclude 
that “Permian magmatism in the Versoyen Unit was unre-
lated to the Cretaceous formation of the Valaisan Basin”. 
However, this interpretation is abandoned in Beltrando et al. 
(2012; 2014a) where the granitoid and gabbro blocks are con-
sidered Paleozoic basement extensional allochthons formed 
in a rift margin, which we do agree with.

Versoyen Complex Cretaceous structuration
Punta Rossa Massif and Punta Rossa South tectonic slivers

The Punta Rossa imbricated slivers can be observed in two 
different settings. The northern part (Fig. 9 a and b), referred 
to as the Main Punta Rossa massif, on a cross-section from 
the summit towards the Punta Rossa Pass, contains the largest 
white metagranitoid tectonic sliver and several slivers, which 
are imbricated with the following lithologies: chloritite, black 
mylonite, green gneiss, sheared metagranitoid, serpentinite 
and metabasalt, and sandy grey schists. The southern part 
(Fig. 6e), which is in structural continuity across the valley, 
shows a ridge with the same slivers lithologies as in the Punta 
Rossa massif (Beltrando et al., 2014:  fieldtrip location) but 
here the glacial erosion cuts at a much lower angle the struc-

tural dip of the slivers, providing greater planar views of each 
sliver (Fig. 6e).

Beltrando et al. (2014) focused their interpretation and 
model on these slivers, mainly exposed to the South Punta 
Rossa massif and one near Tormottaz. In today’s structural set-
ting, these imbricated slivers form a tectonic mélange with a 
“schistes à blocs” fabric, the radiolaria-bearing grey micaschist 
playing the role of a matrix embedding these imbricated slivers 
such as near Tormottaz and the Vallon du Breuil (Fig. 8). 

Versoyen Complex blocks: Olistolith deposition or Tectonic 
mélange?

Beltrando et al. (2012) recognize that within the Punta 
Rossa Unit “the radiolarian grey micaschists are not only 
draping over the basement: Relatively large outcrops of 
metamafics (for us mostly green gneiss) and black schists (for 
us black mylonite) are sometimes found within the grey mi-
caschists. They possibly originated as blocks. They may rep-
resent olistoliths, re-sedimented from neighboring basement 
highs, or fold hinges”. From field observations, we consider 
these features as resulting from a structurally deeper process 
related to an intense shearing deforming metagranitoid and 
green gneiss. This deformation is mimicking pseudosedimen-
tary conglomerate / breccia lithofacies and tectonic “schistes 
à blocs” through compressional imbrication and shearing of 
grey micaschist with oceanic and continental basement sliv-
ers (Fig. 6-7-8, Fig. 10-11). Blocks can only be called olisto-
liths if they occur in a syn-sedimentary environment, which 
we do not observe for the Versoyen outcrops. Blocks are only 
oceanic, plutonic and metamorphic basement in nature, no 
sedimentary rocks were found.

Surface fault breccia or deep mylonitic shear zone?
The Punta Rossa “metabreccia” (Fig. 10) has a dark micas-

chist matrix. Beltrando et al. (2012) interpreted the formation 
of this “metabreccia” by a process of brittle cataclastic de-
formation. However, we observe locally a severe and intense 
shearing of the white metagranitoid leading to dark mylonite 
and possibly blastomylonite structures (Fig. 11) with C/S cri-
teria showing underthrust kinematics (reverse fault). The de-
formation within the blocks is always the same with uniform 
shear criteria showing the same consistent kinematics. Such 
deformation occurs at a much greater depth than surface fault 
depth. We agree that this deformation (normal fault) occurred 
early and “predates polyphase Alpine metamorphism” (Belt-
rando et al., 2012). The fact that “clast composition is strong-
ly controlled by the neighboring lithofacies” (Beltrando et 
al., 2012) is indeed consistent with a structural and mylonite 
related origin of such lithofacies. The clasts (Fig. 10) are al-
ways observed on planes perpendicular to the stretching min-
eral lineation (real pencil). The deformation being intense, 
the clasts observed correspond to perpendicular sections of 
pencils, their appearance mimicking a breccia. Fig. 11(g-h) 
shows the blastomylonitic process affecting different litholo-
gies of the green gneiss and displaying an apparent polygenic 
pseudo breccia lithofacies. In our view, the black matrix is 
not of sedimentary origin, but is a finely recrystallized mate-
rial created by deep mylonitic shear zones. The deformation 
of the initial rock is such that the original granulometry (e.g., 
Punta Rossa white granitoid) is progressively reduced to give 
way to a fine black recrystallized matrix (blastomylonitisa-
tion). This black matrix preserves the C/S criteria showing its 
tectonic origin (Fig. 11e-f). The key to reading these outcrops 
is to look for the stretched mineral lineation highlighting se-
vere shear deformation. According to Beltrando et al. (2014) 
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Fig. 9 - Punta Rossa massif (“schistes à blocs” Unit 2b) showing the same imbricated tectonic slivers as Punta Rossa South outcrop area (Fig. 6e) . 
On Figure 6e, the erosional cut has a low angle with the structural dip of the tectonic slivers. (a and b) Photo cross-section of the imbricated tectonic 
slivers of the Punta Rossa massif. Numerous tectonized slivers are stacked against each other from the Punta Rossa summit to the Punta Rossa Pass. 
All of these imbricated slivers are embedded in the Early Cretaceous sandy grey micaschist matrix, well developed at the pass and towards the begin-
ning of the ridge (11 and 13). The first thin sliver of altered green gneiss (12) is completely imbricated within that micaschist matrix. Sliver lithologies 
are mostly continental in origin (granitoid, gneiss, mylonite, 1 to 5, 8 to 10 and 12) but oceanic slivers also occur in the middle part (serpentinite and 
basalt, 6 and 7), therefore the Punta Rossa massif and Punta Rossa South outcrop area belong to Unit 2b. It is important to realise that all the observed 
structuration and mylonite deformation has been acquired in pre-Alpine Cretaceous time, before the Turonian and younger Valaisan Trilogy deposi-
tion, as never can we observe Trilogy rocks involved in the schistes à blocs fabric. 
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the fact that “Cataclastic basement deformation predated 
the oldest metamorphic fabric seen…” testifies that “these 
cataclasites are Mesozoic fault breccia”. The fact is also 
true if the breccias are deep compressional mylonitic “pseu-
dobreccias” as shown by the observed deformation criteria. 
Metabreccias of clear sedimentary origin associated with the 
PSBA calcschists are indeed observed within the Subbrian-
çonnais Domain (Arguerey and PSB Collet des Rousses ar-
eas), but they cannot be grouped or compared with any of the 
Punta Rossa tectonic metabreccias.

Multiply folded or sheared interfaces within the Punta Rossa 
and Hermite units?

Assuming an isoclinal folding of the Punta Rossa Unit, 
Beltrando et al. (2012) placed all the metabreccias on one 
stratigraphic level directly above the Paleozoic basement. We 
see no evidence of such intra Versoyen folding but rather an 
intense shearing and a random position of the mylonitised 
metagranitoid and green gneiss blocks and slivers, consistent 
with the interpretation of the Punta Rossa Unit as a tectonic 
mélange with blocks and slivers embedded within the radio-
laria-bearing grey micaschists (Fig. 8).

According to Beltrando et al. (2014) “The overall archi-

tecture of the (Versoyen) Hermite and Punta Rossa Units, in 
the Breuil valleys, is mainly controlled by two large recum-
bent folds”. We do not see such intra Versoyen isoclinal fold-
ing, but rather series of sheared slivers in an overall “schistes 
à blocs” tectonic mélange structure, as already pointed out 
in the Swiss Valais (Visp area) by Jeanbourquin (1994). The 
authors recognized that “fold hinges are rare… folding not 
seen, inferred from polarity of stratigraphic sequence”. We 
indeed observed intense shearing throughout the Punta Rossa 
unit, no clear evidence of folding and impossibility to recog-
nize any stratigraphic polarity, as expected from a tectonic 
metabreccia. Pillow lava shape in Unit 1 does indicate lo-
cal polarity (normal or reversed), as reported e.g., by Lou-
bat (1968), Schürch (1987), Lassere and Lavergne (1976) 
and Cannic (1996). However, in such tectonised units, the 
regional interpretation of local polarity indicators is some-
what questionable, especially if one considers the “schistes à 
blocs” fabric of the Versoyen Complex. It is worth noting that 
any pre-Aroley structure inside the Versoyen complex must 
be distinguished from the later Tertiary Alpine recumbent re-
gional synclinal folding, which causes the overturning of the 
regional unconformity between the Versoyen Complex and 
Valaisan Trilogy. 

Fig. 10 - Mylonite formation process within a fractured metagranitoid displaying a “pseudo breccia” fabric within Punta Rossa massif. (a) White fractured 
metagranitoid and black mylonite. (b) Contact of fractured white metagranitoid with black mylonite. (c) Detail of intensely sheared metagranitoid being my-
lonitized (black mylonite), stretch mineral lineation perpendicular to the view. (d) Apparent « metaconglomerate » : sheared mylonitized metagranitoid, stretch 
mineral lineation perpendicular to the view. This historic outcrop, at the base of the large Punta Rossa granitoid sliver, close to the path leading to the Punta 
Rossa Pass, has been interpreted in the 1950s by F. Ellenberger and M. Vuagnat as the “basal conglomerate” of the later called Versoyen (P. Antoine, comm. 
pers.). The fractured granitoid (15a-b) is passing with a sharp contact (15b) to a sheared black schist containing mm to dm size granitoid lenses-fragments 
(15c-d). A detail look shows that the black schist “apparent matrix” is not a sedimentary matrix but a fine and intensely sheared destruction of the granitoid 
within a mylonitic deformation corridor. The elements of this pseudo “conglomerate-breccia” are observed perpendicular to the stretching lineation and there-
fore correspond to sections of the stretched elements (pencils cut perpendicularly) hence the confusion made in previous interpretations. 
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In Beltrando et al.  (2012), cross sections show the Aroley 
facies as folded together with the Punta Rossa unit, consider-
ing a stratigraphic continuity of the Aroley with the underly-
ing Punta Rossa unit without any unconformity. From our 
observations, these Aroley facies appear clearly discordant 
(Fig. 3) as interpreted by Antoine (1971) on the Punta Rossa 
Unit. Lithologies of the Aroley are never involved in the de-
formation of the “schistes à blocs” complex. The only out-
crop of Aroley visible towards Pointe Rousse corresponds to 
a window through the “schistes à blocs” due to late Alpine 
antiform folding (Fig. 4).

We note that the Valaisan Trilogy metasediments, as well 
as the PSBA calcschists, are internally intensely folded (of-
ten isoclinally). On the contrary, the stratigraphic contacts be-
tween the main units, such as between Aroley - Marmontains 
- St Christophe, are well preserved, mappable regionally and 
much less affected by intense folding (Fig. 3 and 4). This has 
been noted as a structural common characteristic within the 
Penninic Alps (Sartori et al., 2017). However, tectonic defor-
mations observed within the Versoyen “schistes à blocs” and 
stacked slivers are essentially deformed by shearing related to 
the Versoyen Complex tectonic mélange. The Valaisan Tril-
ogy is never involved in that deformation and therefore cannot 
be part of the underlying tectonic mélange itself. The deformed 
Versoyen Complex, together with the Valaisan Trilogy, was 
affected later by the Tertiary Alpine collision tectonics.

Versoyen Complex Late Jurassic  
to Middle Cretaceous radiolaria

Occurrence of microfossils in the Versoyen Complex and 
the overlying Valaisan Trilogy rock pile is very rare. The dis-
covery by Marco Beltrando of microfossils within the grey 
micaschists of the Punta Rossa Unit (Fig. 1S) is therefore 
extremely valuable. P. de Wever identified Dictyomitra, indi-
cating late Jurassic to Middle Cretaceous age (pers. comm.), 
whereas Luis O’Dogherty answered that it is impossible to 
determine these radiolarian fragments only based on the 2D 
sections available. However, these microfossils resemble 
those (Adelocyrtis, Cenosphaera or Tricolocapsa) discov-
ered by Burri (1958) in the Marmontains Formation - base St 
Christophe Flysch (most likely reworked) near Sion.

The set of better-preserved radiolarians, described by Bur-
ri, (1958) within the Valaisan Trilogy (Marmontains-Flysch) 
are typical Late Jurassic to Early Cretaceous forms, and can-
not be Late Cretaceous. Therefore, the radiolaria described 

by Burri (1958) in the Sion region are indeed regarded as 
reworked in the Marmontains distal fan turbidites. A similar 
fauna has been found in younger Valaisan series (St. Chris-
tophe) and also in the Tertiary Pierre Avoi flysch (Bagnoud 
et al., 1998), where they include foraminifers ranging from 
Albian-Aptian to Paleogene in age.

We postulate that the Late Jurassic to Early Cretaceous 
radiolarians of Burri (1958), together with the Albian-Aptian 
foraminifers, date the oceanic pelagic sequence of the Valai-
san Ocean before its closure. That sequence was imbricated 
and uplifted in the late Cretaceous Versoyen Complex tec-
tonic mélange and its fauna recycled in younger flysch series.

Petit-Saint-Bernard, Arguerey and Collet des Rousses: 
all parts of the same sedimentary unit

Beltrando et al. (2012) have interpreted the Petit-Saint-
Bernard calcschist Unit (PSB) as “a distinctive Alpine tec-
tonometamorphic unit… separated from mafic/ultramafic 
bearing units underneath by Alpine shear zone” and contain-
ing locally cargneule. We associate to that unit also the Ar-
guerey calcschists on the basis of identical lithofacies, age, 
structural setting and intensity of deformation (Fig. 2S). Ra-
man spectroscopy T values by Beltrando et al. (2012) confirm 
that the PSB and Arguerey have similar high intensity of de-
formation (PSB value range 458-467ºC, and Arguerey value 
426ºC). Belemnites were found by Franchi (1900) in the PSB 
unit and by R. Barbier (pers. comm. to P. Antoine) in the Ar-
guerey calcschists. Both contain the special Collet des Rous-
ses metasedimentary breccia, whose stratigraphic position 
is quite hard to establish in view of the intense deformation 
with isoclinal folding and internal shearing. The PSB and the 
Arguerey calcschists are bound by a Tertiary Alpine thrust 
with cargneules at their base and by the Aiguille de l’Hermite 
metabasalts at their top (Fig. 12). This interpretation allows to 
place both the Subbriançonnais PSB and Arguerey calcschist 
Unit (PSBA) on the SE margin of the Valaisan ocean, close to 
the Briançonnais basement, but clearly distinct in Cretaceous 
times from the oceanic domain. Similar calcschists have been 
deposited into an internal Briançonnais Liassic graben envi-
ronment in Vanoise (Grande Casse, Grande Motte and Dent 
Parachée). Beltrando et al. (2012) do not correlate the Ar-
guerey Unit with the PSB one but place the Arguerey calc-
schists and Collet des Rousses metabreccia as part of the Ver-
soyen Hermite Unit, thought to have been deposited above 
the Hermite metabasalts and black schists. 

Fig. 11 - Mylonite deformation developed on metagranitoid and gneiss blocks and slivers. (a) White metagranitoid block (above) with transition to thick black 
mylonite (Unit 2b) in Vallon du Breuil. (b) White metagranitoid block with transition to black mylonite (Unit 2b) in Vallon du Breuil. (c) Detail of a sheared 
metagranitoid of Punta Rossa type (Unit 2b) in Vallon du Breuil. (d) Metagranitoid dark mylonite (Unit 2b) in Vallon du Breuil. (e) Thin section photograph 
of a mylonitized metagranitoid (Unit 2b), stretch mineral lineation parallel to the view in Vallon du Breuil. (f) Thin section, cross nicols view, metagranitoid 
black mylonite (Unit 2b), stretch mineral lineation parallel to the view in Vallon du Breuil. (g) Sheared green gneiss being mylonitized and black mylonite : 
tectonic « breccia » (planar view) in Punta Rossa South massif. (h) Sheared green gneiss being mylonitized : tectonic « breccia » (cross section view) in Punta 
Rossa South massif. Numerous blocks of granitoid and green gneiss within schistes à blocks units 2b and 2c are associated in sharp (11b) or transitional (11c) 
contacts to meter - 10m thick dark mylonitic schists (16a-d) created by local severe deformation, destruction and shearing of the granitoid mass. All stages 
can be observed from minor deformed granitoid to intense fracturation (10a), shearing (11c) and pure dark mylonitic fabric (11d). Photo micrograph display 
the same fabric at microstructure scale (11-e-f). The outcrops and thin sections are observed in the direction of the stretching lineation (parallel to the pencils) 
and therefore no elements of the pseudo-conglomerate are seen. Only the stretching deformation is observed. Mylonite formation process is displaying green 
gneiss “pseudo metabreccia fabric” (11-g-h). In the context of the observed widespread severe mylonitic deformation of the granitoid (Figs. 10 and 11) and 
also green gneiss within the schistes à blocs units 2a and 2b, it is easier to recognize in the planar view (11g) that the apparent sedimentary breccia fabric is 
indeed tectonic in origin as the matrix is mylonitic and not a grey or black shale from sedimentary origin. The dark band corresponds to privileged deformation 
corridors where everything is crushed and recrystallized (blastomylonite) typical of shear zone (ultimate phase of deformation). The cross-section view (11h) 
highlights the severe shearing creating all the observed gneissic fragments. Again here, the elements of this pseudo “conglomerate-breccia” are observed per-
pendicular to the stretching lineation and therefore correspond to sections of the stretched elements (flattened pencils cut perpendicularly) hence the confusion 
made in previous interpretations.
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GEOCHRONOLOGIGAL  
AND GEOCHEMICAL DATA

Considering the well-documented MORB affinity of the 
Versoyen magmatic rocks (Loubat, 1968; Cannic, 1996; 
Mugnier et al., 2008) and the controversy on their age (Up-
per Paleozoic or Jurassic/Cretaceous?), a precise account of 
the geochemical signature of the dated rocks is a necessary 
prerequisite before assigning any age to the oceanic stage of 
the Versoyen Complex.

Eleven new geochemical analyses (major and trace ele-
ments) and one U/Pb zircon dating have been obtained in the 
frame of our study in order to complete the preexisting data 
corpus. 

New geochronological data
A sample from the Tormottaz area (TOR0001A, Table 

1S, Fig. 13a) has been selected for dating. Analytical pro-
cedures are detailed on Fig. 3S. The rock is coarse-grained 
and rather leucocratic, being designated as a leucodiorite. Its 
chemical composition (Table 2S) is slightly felsic (SiO2 = 
63.68 wt.%) with a large predominance of Na2O (5.9 wt.%) 
over K2O (0.1 wt.%), and a low FeOt/MgO ratio (1.4) typical 
of calc-alkaline rocks. From these geochemical characteris-
tics, the rock should best be designated as a low-K tonalite. 
The zircons of the TOR0001A tonalite constitute a hetero-
geneous population of rather elongated small zircons. They 
are either subhedral, pink and translucent or totally rounded 
and slightly translucent. Among them, some crystals exhibit 

smoky grey colors. Amongst the thirty analyses performed 
on thirty grains, only one (analysis 19) was not exploitable 
because of signal instability. All the analyses obtained on the 
29 spots are reported in Table 1S. The ages obtained show a 
large range, from c. 1800 Ma to 300 Ma, suggesting multiple 
heritages (Fig. 3Sa). 26 analysis plot along the Concordia 
with ages between 550 and 300 Ma (Fig. 3Sb). Two ages may 
be defined by more than one point: (i) 455 ± 3 Ma (5 analy-
ses) (Fig. 3Sc) and (ii) 310 ± 4 Ma (5 analyses) (Fig. 3Sd). 
The Carboniferous age is considered as the most probable for 
the tonalite emplacement, the other ages attest for multiple 
heritages with a predominance of Ordovician zircons.

New geochemical data
Eleven new analyses have been performed on samples 

collected in different places of the Versoyen Complex (Ta-
ble 2S, including sample coordinates). After preparation in 
the BRGM laboratories, samples have been sent to the ALS 
geochemical laboratory (Loughrea, Ireland). The standard 
«batch» of high precision measurements has been selected 
including analyses of trace elements by ICP-MS and major 
elements by XRF. The analyzed samples are from three dif-
ferent Versoyen Sub-units as shown on Fig. 3 and 13a: 1- the 
oceanic sequence (Unit 1); 2- the “schistes à blocs” of Unit 
2a with oceanic blocks; 3- the “schistes à blocs” of Unit 2b 
containing a mix of oceanic and continental basement blocks 
(among them the Punta Rossa mega block). One peridotite 
(Unit 2a) and one black schist (Unit 2a) have also been ana-
lyzed but they will not be commented further.

Fig. 12 - Arguerey calcschist unit cliff with Alpine tectonic contact at the base and the top. Cargneule is found occasionally all along the low angle basal con-
tact of the PSBA calcschists on the Versoyen units. We conclude that this contact represents the Alpine (around 25 Ma) thrust fault contact (see Fig. 3 and 4) 
of the Versoyen and Valaisan units underthrusted below the Subbriançonnais PSBA units. A structural complication occurs then at the top of the Arguerey 
cliff, where the metabasalt from Aiguille de l’Hermite (Unit 1) are locally backthrusted over the Arguerey calcschists (Fig. 3). This low angle thrust contact 
can be followed above the Glacier Septentrional de l’Hermite.
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The Versoyen Complex:  
Geochemical signatures and Ages

Radiometric datings have been obtained by Cannic (1996), 
Schärer et al. (2000), Giroud and Meilhac (2002), Beltrando 
et al. (2007), and Masson et al. (2008). Geochemical analy-
ses are reported in different theses (Loubat, 1968; Lasserre et 
Lavergne, 1976; Schürch, 1987; Cannic, 1996; Giroud and 
Meilhac, 2002), and articles (Schärer et al., 2000; Masson et 
al., 2008). Only the trace element representative of the geo-
chemical signature (i.e., those constraining the source of the 
original magmas) are considered here by using a (Th/Ta)N 
vs. (Tb/Ta)N diagram (Thiéblemont et al., 1994) (Fig. 13b), 
which clearly discriminates the mid-ocean ridge basalts (N- 
and E-type MORB) from any other terrestrial basaltic lavas. 
As a whole, the 31 rock analyses (including our nine) plotted 
in the diagram (Fig. 13b) cover two main fields: N-MORB 
and calc-alkaline lavas (CAB). The former includes all the in-

trusive (sill) and effusive (pillow lava) terms of the Versoyen 
Complex located in our structural Units 1, 2a and a few in 2b 
(Fig. 13a) and in the Visp Complex of Swiss Valais. None 
of those rocks have actually been dated. As depicted in Fig. 
13b, the dated samples plot in two different fields; continental 
tholeiites (CFB field) and calc-alkaline lavas (CAB). In the 
CFB field plots only one sample, which corresponds to the 
leucogabbro (sample 94-104) dated by Schärer et al. (2000) 
and described by Cannic (1996) as a felsic dyke crosscutting 
the ophiolitic succession. Their radiometric ages i.e., 294 ± 
10 Ma and 309 ± 6 Ma respectively and correspond to the 
lower intercept of a discordia with an upper intercept at 3240 
± 34 Ma. Sample 94-104 is in fact a basic and mafic rock 
(SiO2 = 48,65 wt.%, MgO = 7,04 wt.%). Its CFB-type affinity 
(Fig. 13b) results from a Th content significantly higher than 
that of the N-MORB type Versoyen lavas and sills (i.e., 1.14 
ppm vs 0.46 ± 0.18 ppm). Other differences are mentioned 
by Schärer et al. (2000); sample 94-104 is richer in alumina 

Fig. 13 - Geochemical analysis of the Versoyen Complex. (a) Structural map with the location of the 9 out of 11 new analyzed geochemical samples reported 
on Table 2S (Miravidi MIRA1 peridotite and MIRA4 black schist not shown). Also plotted on Fig. 13a are samples from literature: 1- 92-18, (92-19 location 
not known), 94-104, (92-06 location not known), 92-21, 93-16, 92-35, 92-42, 92-12, 93-02 (Cannic, 1996), 2- VER-XII (Giroud et al. 2002), 3- 0466, 0468, 
0471 (Masson et al., 2008). Visp Area samples from Swiss Valais: VA5, VA11, VA12, VA16 (Cannic, 1996) are plotted on Fig. 13b. (b) (Th/Ta)N vs (Tb/
Ta)N (Thiéblemont et al., 1994) for the rocks of the different tectonic units of the Versoyen complex with indication of the age obtained on dated samples. N-
MORB – field of N-type MORB; E-MORB –E-type MORB; BAB – Oceanic back-arc basin basalt; WPB – Within-plate basalt (transitional and alkaline); CFB 
– Continental tholeiite; IAT – Island-arc tholeiite; CAB – Subduction-related calc-alkaline lava. For some analyses with no Tb measurement (data of Cannic, 
1996), the TbN value has been substituted by (GdN+DyN)/2. Data plotted from this paper (11 analyzes, Table 2S), Cannic, 1996; Giroud et al. 2002 and Mas-
son et al., 2008. Samples are reported on Fig. 13a. Analyses of the basic to intermediate intrusives of the Zone Houillère Briançonnaise (from Cannic et al., 
2011; Thiéblemont, unpublish.) are reported for comparison. (c) SiO2 vs K2O diagram (Peccerillo and Taylor, 1976) with comparison between the plutonic 
rocks occurring as blocks within the Versoyen schistes à blocs complex, the Carboniferous granites of the External Crystalline Massifs and the intrusive units 
cutting across the sedimentary series of the Zone Houillère. Note that points for the ECM correspond to average compositions of individual plutons (Debon 
and Lemmet, 1999), whereas whole rocks analyses are plotted in the cases of Versoyen and Zone Houillère (Briançonnais) (analyses from Cannic et al., 2001; 
Thiéblemont, unpublish.). To prevent the effect of alteration the analyses with > 3% volatile contents (LOI on Table 2S) have been discarded amongst the Bri-
ançonnais samples.
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(16.66 wt.% vs 14.52 ± 0.74 wt.%) and its REE pattern is 
LREE-enriched and HREE-depleted, not LREE-depleted like 
N-type MORB. Despite these clear petrological differences, 
Schärer et al. (2000) considered this leucogabbro as having a 
«strong affinity with the intruded massive gabbros». Indica-
tions provided by Cannic (1996) did not allow us to locate 
the dated dyke.

The geochemical signature of all the other dated rocks 
is clearly different, being calc-alkaline (Fig. 13b). The Ai-
guille du Clapet massif (location Fig. 13a), which constitutes 
the larger gabbroic body in the Petit-Saint-Bernard area, has 
been selected by Masson et al. (2008) for radiometric dat-
ing because it appears as relatively more evolved (i.e., more 
felsic) than the other gabbros of the Versoyen Complex and 
therefore more suitable for zircon extraction. Three U/Pb 
ages have been obtained which enabled them to propose a 
mean crystallization age of 337 ± 4 Ma (Masson et al., 2008). 
They noted, as already pointed out by Loubat, (1968), that 
the whole-rock chemistry and trace element signature (e.g., 
LREE enrichment) of the Clapet rocks are significantly dif-
ferent from those of the ophiolitic terms, but due to contami-
nation of the gabbroic magma by the water-rich sedimentary 
country rocks. Such a mechanism is in fact observed at the 
margin of the doleritic sills of the Versoyen ophiolite (Can-
nic, 1996). Analyses performed in such sill margins reveal a 
contamination process (e.g., Th contamination), which drives 
them to the calc-alkaline field overlapping the field of the 
enclosing black schists (Fig. 13b). However, attributing the 
calc-alkaline signature of the Clapet massif to contamina-
tion raises the problem of the possible inherited origin of the 
zircons. This hypothesis was not totally ruled out by Mas-
son et al. (2008) but considered as less probable than that 
of an Early Carboniferous intrusion age. Our conclusion is 
that the geochemical signature is clearly different from that 
of the Versoyen sill-lava rocks (Fig. 13b), making the cor-
relation between the two units rather disputable. Conversely, 
considering the calc-alkaline affinity well identified in the 
upper Paleozoic magmatism of the Briançonnais zone (Pi-
antone, 1980; Cannic et al., 2001), the calc-alkaline nature of 
the Clapet massif is consistent with our interpretation of this 
massif as being a Briançonnais Paleozoic independent block 
within the Cretaceous accretionary prism (Unit 2b; Fig. 13a). 
Results obtained previously by Giroud and Meilhac, (2002) 
on the Clapet massif also indicate a calc-alkaline affinity (Fig. 
13b) and a significantly younger (though rather imprecise) 
age of 296 ± 30 Ma. Finally, a third dating by Beltrando et al. 
(2007) on a Clapet leucogabbro gave a precise U/Pb age of 
272 ± 2 Ma, but unfortunately no geochemical analysis of the 
dated rock is given.

Beltrando et al. (2007) provided another well-defined 
Permian age of 267 ± 1 Ma for the Punta Rossa massif. We 
have analyzed a rock from the same granitoid block/tectonic 
sliver (Table 2S). It displays a highly acidic (SiO2 = 78,17 
wt.%) and sodic (Na2O = 6.23 wt.%, K2O < 1 wt.%) composi-
tion. The trace element signature is clearly “orogenic” (CAB 
field in Fig. 13b), making this sample similar to most trond-
hjemites. Analyses provided by Barfety et al. (1995) (Table 1, 
p. 44) and Cannic et al. (2001) (Table 3, p. 84) show that such 
Na-rich felsic rocks occur in the Briançonnais Zone Houil-
lère and one sample dated by Cannic et al.  (2001) displays a 
Ar/Ar amphibole age of 278.8 ± 6.6 Ma. The coarse-grained 
tonalite from the Tomottaz area we have dated is a block 
within a grey micaschist matrix. Located in the CAB field of 
the discriminant diagram (Fig. 13b), this block has a typical 
orogenic geochemical signature, its U/Pb zircon age of 310 

± 4 Ma is in the range of the other plutonic rocks included 
in the tectonic mélange. This dated block is part of our unit 
2b, which also comprises the neighbouring Punta Rossa and 
Aiguille du Clapet massifs (Fig. 13a).

Geochemical regional comparisons
In a regional perspective (Fig. 1), the blocks of magmat-

ic rocks included in the “schistes à blocs” of the Versoyen 
Complex may be supposed to have two provenances: 1- an 
external provenance, with origin in the belt of Carboniferous 
plutons, which extends from the Gotthard to the Argentera 
massif (the External Crystalline Massifs or “ECM”) (Debon 
and Lemmet, 1999) and up to Maures - Estérel (Duchesne et 
al., 2012; Amenzou, 1988; Poitrasson and Pin, 1998), located 
on the northern margin of the Valais rift; 2- an internal prov-
enance, where the most proximal source should be the Zone 
Houillère (Briançonnais domain), and more specifically the 
basic to felsic rocks, that locally appear as dense swarms of 
intrusives cutting across the upper Carboniferous sedimen-
tary succession (Barféty et al., 1993; Piantone, 1980).

An extensive overview of the main geochemical charac-
teristics of the ECM plutons was published by Debon and 
Lemmet (1999) that includes average compositions of indi-
vidual plutons of each massif for which the authors collect-
ed a total of some 900 geochemical analyses. For the Zone 
Houillère, analyses have been obtained from Piantone (1980), 
Barféty et al. (1993), Cannic et al. (2001), and Thiéblemont 
(unpublished data).

Comparisons have been made using the conventional 
SiO2 vs. K2O diagram (Peccerillo and Taylor, 1976) (Fig. 
13c), which discriminates between low-K, medium-K, high-
K and shoshonitic series.

The plutons of the ECM display a uniform high-K to sho-
shonitic affinity consistent with their mainly subalkaline (or 
alkalicalcic) nature (Debon and Lemmet, 1999), which are 
distinctly different from the Versoyen plutonic blocks, most-
ly of low-K type. The Carboniferous Briançonnais intrusives 
are always less potassic than the plutons of the ECM, but 
generally more potassic than the partly overlapped Versoyen 
blocks. Derivation of the Versoyen Carboniferous basement 
blocks from the ECM should be excluded because of the ho-
mogeneous high-K character of the ECM plutons, which are 
significantly different from the low-K blocks of the Versoyen.

The basic to intermediate intrusive rocks of the Zone 
Houillère, analysed by Cannic et al. (2001) and Thiéblemont 
(unpubl. data) are plotted in the (Th/Ta)N vs. (Tb/Ta)N dis-
crimination diagram (Fig. 13b) together with the Versoyen 
blocks of unit 2b. Both analysis sets plot mainly in the calc-
alkaline field (CAB) and partly overlap each other. The (Tb/
Ta)N ratio of the Zone Houillère intrusives is generally higher 
causing a slight overlap to the Island arc tholeiite (IAT) field. 
A common characteristic of both groups is calc-alkaline and 
slightly potassic, which makes them different from the ECM 
plutons, suggesting a totally different Carboniferous tectonic 
setting, far from each other before the final Alpine shortening 
(e.g., Fig. 6 of Stampfli, 1993). 

We conclude that the geochronological and geochemical 
data reported above are well consistent with our structural 
model considering the plutonic rocks of the tectonic mélange 
as blocks and slivers of Upper Paleozoic calc-alkaline rocks 
derived from the Briançonnais continental margin. As noted 
by Masson et al. (2008), the Late Carboniferous age obtained 
by Schärer et al. (2000) on a leucogabbro crosscutting the 
ophiolite is too controversial to be considered as a definite 
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argument against the field evidence supporting a Cretaceous 
age of the Versoyen Complex. It is worth mentioning here 
two papers that reported Paleozoic U-Pb ages of zircons ex-
tracted from present-day MORB or 1.0 Ma-old gabbro near 
the Mid-Atlantic Ridge (Pilot et al., 2000; Skolotnev et al., 
2010). We consider the sill and pillow lava preserved in Units 
1, 2a and some blocks of Unit 2b as the remnants of the Cre-
taceous Valaisan ocean floor.

DISCUSSION

Valaisan rifting and ocean floor evidence:  
Hyper-extended rift margin model

The Valaisan rift opened some 155 million years ago 
(Stampfli and Hochard, 2009 and references therein), when 
Spain separated from Newfoundland in correspondence to a 
late Variscan transcurrent fault zone (Stampfli, 1993; Fudral, 
1998; Ballèvre et al., 2018). In the Alpine area, the opening 
took place within the Subbriançonnais domain. The Oxford-
ian Télégraphe fault breccia was formed in that rift environ-
ment (Ferrari and Luzieux, 2002). At the eastern end of the 
Valais Ocean, in eastern Switzerland, sediments attributed to 
the Late Jurassic are also found resting on continental alloch-
thons and exhumed mantle rocks (Ribes et al., 2020). We in-
terpret our unit 1 (Fig. 3 and 4), a typical Versoyen lithology 
of basaltic lava flows and sills (N-MORB) associated to black 
schists, as representing the relics of the Valaisan ocean floor.

The use of the term “Valaisan ocean” is appropriate and 
justified in our opinion, based on the observed dismantled 
relics within the Versoyen Complex of an ophiolitic suite: 
a pelagic sequence of schists with radiolarians, MORB-type 
basalt sills and pillow lavas (Unit 1), MORB-type gabbros 
as blocks in Unit 2b (Table 2S, TORM8) and many blocks 
and slivers of serpentinised peridotite within Units 2a and 2b 

(depleted harzburgite, Table 2S, MIRA1). It has long been 
observed that the actual volume of oceanic relics within 
a mountain chain ocean suture has no correlation with the 
original size of the oceanic domain. Clear examples were 
described in the Taconian ocean suture in the Appalachians,  
with only a few meters left of oceanic rocks (St-Julien et al., 
1976), and for Neotethys and Paleotethys sutures, with only 
a few seamounts stuck in the accretionary sequence in Oman 
(Pillevuit et al., 1997), Turkey (Moix et al., 2011) or Iran (Ba-
gheri and Stampfli, 2008).

The geological cross section proposed by Beltrando et al. 
(2012) (Fig. 14), highlighting a hyper-extended rift margin, 
was probably the correct geologic setting at the time of the 
deposition of the grey micaschist with radiolarians, on the 
Briançonnais side (period 155-110 Ma, rifting and oceanisa-
tion) draping over exhumed mantle and crustal blocks of the 
Valaisan ocean passive margins. 

On the contrary, we disagree with Beltrando et al. (2012) 
that consider the breccias associated to the rift faulting and we 
interpret them as deep structural “pseudo breccias” created as 
a result of intense compression and shearing (see above). The 
Punta Rossa granitoid generates monomict “pseudo breccias” 
and green gneiss can generate polymict “pseudo breccias”. 
Another key field observation is the absence of stratigraphic 
continuity between the Valaisan Trilogy and the underlying 
“schistes à blocs “(units 2a, 2b, 2c, Fig. 3) made of imbri-
cated (stacked) tectonic slivers, which represent the destroyed 
rift margin with remnants of the lost ocean floor (unit 1). The 
Valaisan Trilogy was therefore deposited with an angular un-
conformity, not over a rifted margin (Beltrando et al., 2012), 
but over a Cretaceous tectonic mélange developed against the 
Subbriançonnais and Briançonnais continental basement. The 
Miravidi cliff section is a convincing example of such strati-
graphic and structural fabric unconformity (Fig. 15b). In the 
restricted preserved outcrops of the studied area, it is unlikely 

Fig. 14 - Hyper-extended rift margin model, Petit-Saint-Bernard pass area proposed by Beltrando et al., 2012. This geological section represents the Valaisan 
rift margin on the Briançonnais side with all the rift basement allochtons observed in the Petit-Saint-Bernard pass area. In our opinion this is a correct repre-
sentation before the Albian (110 Ma) with the grey micaschist draping the blocks and excluding the Valaisan Trilogy above. A key point to realise from our 
field observations and regional mapping, as highlighted on our structural map and section (Fig. 3 and 4), is that this rift section has been completely imbricated 
in a schistes à blocs and slivers fabric during the closure of the Valaisan ocean, which we interpret as an accretionary complex against the Briançonnais micro-
continent. On this Versoyen imbricated complex (rift margin and geometry destroyed) was unconformably deposited the Valaisan Trilogy, starting in Turonian 
time. Therefore, we do not see, as shown on this section, that the light blue Valaisan Trilogy is stratigraphically concordant with the underlying Early Creta-
ceous grey micaschists correctly draping the rift allochthons. An important pre-Alpine Cretaceous compressional event has occurred in the period 110 - 94 Ma, 
corresponding to the closure of the Valaisan ocean. The yellow meta-sedimentary breccia represented here, apart from Collet des Rousses one (truly sedimen-
tary in origin), are deeper tectonic breccias and associated mylonites related to compressional accretionary prism tectonics. 
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to preserve in the field a rifted margin with a low-angle detach-
ment fault, following a Cretaceous subduction compression 
(before theValais Trilogy deposition), followed by a Tertiary 
Alpine continental subduction to some 40km depth and fol-
lowed by exhumation. Searching for pre-Alpine rifted margin 
is a fair topic (e.g. Beltrando et al., 2014b and, more recently, 
Ribes et al. 2020 for the eastern end of the Valaisan ocean, but 
in our opinion, we should not forget the clear field evidence 
related to the closing of the ocean, imbricating in a present-
day tectonic mélange the former and initial rifted margin.

Review of other interpretations
Interpretation proposed by Masson et al. (2008)

Beltrando et al. (2012) agreed with Masson et al. (2008) 
by considering that the wildflysch exposed in the Miravidi 
cliff (“Méchandeur Wildflysch”) is “separated from the 
overlying Versoyen Complex by an Alpine thrust… which 
separates the Hermite unit from the Punta Rossa unit”.

We have shown (see main text) that the Tertiary Alpine 
thrusts (marked by cargneules) are located at the base of the 
Arguerey and PSB calcschists, and that no major Tertiary Al-
pine thrust is present between the four Versoyen structural 
units (never cargneule found). All Versoyen units were struc-
tured in Cretaceous times, before the Valaisan Trilogy depo-
sition. Masson et al. (2008) describe a nappe tectonic contact 
(with a significant metamorphic discontinuity) at the base of 
the Versoyen Complex just below the serpentinite of the Mi-
ravidi cliff (Fig. 15a). The Versoyen overlies a newly inter-

preted “Wildflysch de la Méchandeur” deposited in front of 
the nappe tectonic contact, on top of the Aroley, considered 
by Masson et al., 2008) as the top of the normal sequence of 
the Valaisan Trilogy, starting at its base with the Saint-Chris-
tophe Flysch. As indicated in Fig. 15a, this postulated thrust 
contact would cross the cliff in the middle of the severely 
sheared “schistes à blocs“ of Unit 2a). The aerial photo of 
Fig. 15b, clearly shows that above the Aroley only one single 
sheared unit is present. No lithological difference is visible 
between the so-called “Wildflysch de la Méchandeur” and the 
basal unit referred to as the “Nappe Versoyen - Petit-Saint-
Bernard” by Masson et al. (2008). This photo shows the over-
turned Aroley pebbly marbles below, and a clear stratigraphic 
unconformity contact with the tectonic mélange above. The 
Aroley lithology is nether involved in the “schistes à blocs” 
sheared fabric characteristic of Versoyen. The same Basal 
Aroley unconformity contact can be traced and followed re-
gionally on the entire area (Figs. 3 and 4); it is localized on 
the inverse limb of a regional syncline overturned towards 
the NW. The stratigraphic nature of this unconformity con-
tact is further indicated by the occurrence near the base of the 
overturned Aroley cliff of mariposite (chromiferous mineral) 
clasts (Fudral and Guillot, 1988; Fudral, 1998), most likely 
derived from the reworking and re-sedimentation of serpen-
tinite slivers from the underlying Versoyen Complex. In our 
opinion, the Miravidi cliff exposes a sheared tectonic mé-
lange fabric, just similar to that observed in the nearby Bassa 
Serra - Vallon du Breuil area. We do not recognize any tec-
tono-sedimentary features characteristic of a chaotic flysch. 

Fig. 15 - (a) Detail on our drone aerial photo of the interpretation of the Miravidi cliff by Masson et al. (2008). According to them, the base of the Versoyen 
ophiolite is a thrust. It overlies the Méchandeur wildflysch with blocks of Versoyen rocks, at the top of the Valaisan Trilogy in normal stratigraphic position 
(Aroley on top). The Versoyen ophiolite has no link with the Valaisan basin. This thrust corresponds to an abrupt change in tectonic style. The Versoyen com-
plex and the overlying Petit-Saint-Bernard series are in stratigraphic contact and constitute a single tectonic unit named the Versoyen - Petit-Saint-Bernard 
nappe. PSB series is younger than the Versoyen, consequently, the Versoyen ophiolitic complex is Paleozoic and forms the basement of the PSB Mesozoic 
sediments. (b) Geological photo interpretation of Mont Miravidi cliff, this paper. The whole section here (Versoyen schistes à blocs and Aroley limestone) is 
clearly overturned, as interpreted by Antoine (1971). Early Cretaceous radiolarian-bearing sandy grey micaschist with oceanic blocks of serpentinite and ba-
salt (on top, our Unit 2a) are overlain unconformably by the Turonian Aroley pebbly limestone (below on the photo). The Valaisan Trilogy and Versoyen are 
therefore stratigraphically closely linked. The stratigraphic unconformity is clearly mapped regionally (Fig. 3) and never any Aroley block can be found within 
the Versoyen schistes à blocks. Within the entire section of the Versoyen schistes à blocs section shown on this cliff, no clear ophiolite thrust can be placed, 
we see no structural difference above and below the serpentinite block-sliver, and certainly no abrupt change in tectonic style. The complete Versoyen section 
here is intensely sheared (tectonic mélange), everywhere, and much more than the overlying Aroley section. We do not see any sign of sedimentary chaotic 
process (wildflysch) below the serpentinite sliver and more than above the serpentinite… The schistes à blocs tectonic fabric is again the same all the way 
through this Versoyen Miravidi cliff section. The Valaisan trilogy is mapped as a regional overturned structure (Fig. 4) with a normal flank to the northwest, 
resting on the Pyramides Calcaires (Fig. 16a) and a reverse flank here at Mont Miravidi (entire overturned Trilogy, Fig. 16b). This reverse flank is regionally 
extending towards the Swiss Valais at the Briançonnais Front. The Versoyen complex and the overlying Petit-Saint-Bernard series are in clear tectonic thrust 
contact with occasional cargneule at the contact interpreted by Masson as a reduced stratigraphic Triassic section under the Liassic PSBA section. Difficult to 
explain then the PSBA basal contact with cargneule at Tête du Chargeur (Fig. 3) over a tightly folded Valaisan Trilogy section.
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Fig. 16 - (a) The Valaisan Trilogy normal stratigraphic section (Aroley-Marmontains-Flysch), near the Col de la Seigne (top right on the photo 16a), is rest-
ing unconformably on the Subbriançonnais massif of the Pyramides Calcaires, flanked structurally against the Mont-Blanc massif. We are situated here on 
the normal flank of the overturned regional fold shown on the cross-section of Fig. 4. This photo is taken only 3km to the NW of the Bassa Serra Pass with 
the first Versoyen schistes à blocs outcrops. A very similar normal stratigraphic section of the Valaisan Trilogy is largely developed to the South-West in the 
Beaufortain massif (Combe de la Neuva, near Cormet de Roselend and Lac de l’Arcachat Anticline, to the west of Aime). Note: we proposed to extend the 
existing Subbriançonnais domain to the pre-Aroley passive margin sediments of Unité de Moûtiers (Antoine 1971) in Combe de la Neuva and Pyramides 
Calcaires. This new Subbriançonnais extension corresponds within the passive margin to a series of horst and graben deposits between the present Dau-
phinois and the Briançonnais domains. (b) Interpreted aerial geophoto landscape from Col du Breuil to Col des Veis, showing an overturned stratigraphic 
section of the Valaisan Trilogy (Flysch-Marmontains-Aroley) and Miravidi schistes à blocs (Unit 2a). The base of the Aroley (Turonian) can be mapped 
regionally resting unconformably over the Early Cretaceous Versoyen schistes à blocs (Fig. 3 and 4). Never can we observe any of the Aroley rocks involved 
within the schistes à blocs structural fabric, proving that the angular unconformity postdates the formation of the schistes à blocs. Additionally, in this sec-
tion, the base Aroley contains mariposite clasts attesting of the erosional reworking of the Versoyen serpentinite slivers (Fudral and Guillot, 1988).

In contrast to Masson et al. (2008) interpretation, Bousquet 
et al. (2002) and Loprieno et al. (2011) did not recognize any 
significant metamorphic discontinuity between the Versoyen 
Complex and the overlying Trilogy, considering both  units 
linked stratigraphically since 90-65 Ma and buried together 
during the Tertiary Alpine collision with  the HP metamor-
phism peaking at around 40 Ma (Bousquet et al., 2002).

Considering the Valaisan Trilogy as a normal sequence 
including - from bottom to top - St Christophe – Marmon-
tains – Aroley (Masson et al., 2008) would imply unrealis-
tically that: (1) the Marmontains and the St Christophe are 
older than Turonian (basal Aroley dated Turonian by An-
toine, 1971, and Fudral, 1973), and (2) the Valaisan Trilogy 
(Aroley at the base, Marmontains and St Christophe at the 
top) observed 3km to the West (Chapieux Valley and Pyra-
mides Calcaires area, Fig. 16a) would lie unconformably (in 
overturned position) on top of Triassic and Liassic marine 
deposits from the Subbriançonnais continental margin. So, it 
is well established, based on geological mapping in France, 
Italy and Switzerland, that the Trilogy correct succession is 
from base to top: Aroley - Marmontains - St Christophe, as 
proposed originally by Trümpy, (1954). It is also well estab-
lished that along the Briançonnais front in France and Valais, 
the Trilogy is always found in an overturned structural posi-
tion, as shown on the Miravidi area (Fig. 16b). The overlying 
grey micaschists with slivers and blocks are therefore older, 
as indicated by the presence of Early Cretaceous radiolarians 
(Fig. 1S). At the French-Italian border (Col de la Seigne) the 
Trilogy can however be observed in normal position (Fig. 
16a). This part corresponds to the normal flank of the reverse 
syncline of the Pointe Rousse sector (Fig. 4).

 
Interpretations proposed by Cannic (1996), Fudral (1998) 
and Loprieno (2001)

The Cannic (1996) conclusion is in stark contrast to that 

of Jeanbourquin, (1994) who considers the Versoyen as 
a tectonic mélange. In this paper, we clearly support Jean-
bourquin, who has been the first one to draw the consequence 
of the basal Aroley stratigraphic unconformity on the Ver-
soyen, established by Antoine (1971). According to Cannic 
(1996), the blocks or slivers in the mélange have different 
stratigraphic, metamorphic and/or structural characteristics. 
In our opinion, the metamorphism could not be an argument, 
as the HP metamorphism occurred at around 40 Ma, i.e., after 
the mélange formation. Furthermore, the Versoyen Complex 
is considered structurally homogeneous and isoclinally fold-
ed, similar to the PSBA and Valaisan flysch Trilogy, with-
out a chaotic structure. On the contrary, our fieldwork and 
structural mapping demonstrate three “schistes à blocs” units, 
with numerous blocks of both oceanic and continental origin, 
and tectonic stacks of slivers (Punta Rossa massif). The last 
argument against a tectonic mélange put forward by Cannic 
(1996) – we consider meaningless - is that the Versoyen and 
Visp basalts have the same tholeiitic composition.

Beltrando et al. (2007; 2012), Fudral, (1998, Fig. 145) and 
Loprieno, (2001) do not close the Valaisan ocean before the 
Valaisan Trilogy deposition, despite the clear Turonian un-
conformity sealing a pre-existing “schistes à blocs” structura-
tion. Loprieno et al. (2011) consider the Aroley deposition 
in the context of a “rift induced flank uplift”, while in our 
opinion, it is associated to the closure of the Valaisan ocean. 
Fudral (1998) and Loprieno (2001) consider the Arguerey 
calcschists with the Brèche du Collet des Rousses as part of 
the Versoyen because in stratigraphic contact with the over-
lying basalts and black schists of the Aiguille de l’Hermite. 
From our observations, a fault is present there (Fig. 12), 
which separates the Arguerey Unit from the Versoyen Com-
plex. Furthermore, The Arguerey calcschists are part of the 
Petit-Saint-Bernard calcschists Unit, also in clear fault con-
tact with the Versoyen.
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Valaisan ocean closing and subduction: our model

The closure of the Valaisan ocean connected to the sub-
duction and collision of the Tertiary Alpine continental plates, 
mentioned in several papers (Schürch, 1987; Stampfli, 1993; 
Jeanbourquin et al., 1991; Jeanbourquin, 1994; Marthaler, 
2001; Bousquet, 2002; Stampfli et al., 2002; Stampfli and 
Hochard, 2009), seems to be a common missing step in some 
recent publications (Loprieno et al., 2011; Beltrando, 2012). 
Beltrando et al. (2007) described on Permian zircons, main-
ly from the Clapet leucogabbro, clear thermal overgrowths 
dated at 110-100 Ma. Having in mind the rifting (155-125 
Ma) and oceanisation (125-110 Ma) periods for the Valaisan 
ocean, Stampfli and Hochard (2009) suggest that this thermal 
event could mark the onset of subduction and intense base-
ment deformation process against the Briançonnais basement 
backstop (110-90 Ma) that gave rise to the Versoyen accre-
tionary prism. Associated with white metagranitoid and green 
gneiss basement blocks, black mylonites are often observed, 
sometimes a few meters thick, with mineral lineation and C/S 

criteria indicating under-thrust kinematics and intense base-
ment rocks shearing (see later section), most likely linked to 
a thermal event. The subduction would have started around 
the plate margin (mid-ocean ridge/transform faults), produc-
ing a hot hydrothermal up-welling when pull-down into the 
subduction zone.

Our interpretation, that the pre-Aroley Versoyen Complex 
in the Petit-Saint-Bernard pass area displays an imbricated 
“schistes à blocs” tectonic mélange fabric, is consistent with 
its formation in an accretionary subduction complex, which 
is related to the closing of the Valaisan Ocean over the period 
110-90 Ma (Fig. 17) but postdating the 110-100 Ma thermal 
event envisaged by Beltrando et al. (2007). 

Our main conclusion is that the Aroley and Valaisan Tril-
ogy unconformably overlie an already structured, imbricated 
and sheared Versoyen tectonic mélange. The grey micas-
chists mapped by Beltrando et al. (2012), originally depos-
ited over the rifted NW Briançonnais margin, became the 
sedimentary matrix of the tectonic mélange, were sheared in 
the accretionary complex, and incorporated the rifted mar-

Fig. 17 - Schematic Valaisan ocean geodynamic evolution interpreted from outcrops evidence in the Petit-Saint-Bernard Pass area. The Valaisan rift starts to 
open 155 Ma ago, within the Subbriançonnais Alpine ocean passive margin, as the consequence of the opening of the Central Atlantic and separation between 
Newfoundland and Iberia. At the beginning, the Briançonnais basement is opposite the Provençal basement (2 lower pictures). The transcurrent Valaisan 
oceanic opening occurs over the period 125 – 110 Ma. The Versoyen Unit 1 is formed at that time, and the radiolarian sandy grey schists are deposited on the 
Briançonnais rifted margin, draping over rift allochthons (Fig. 14, Beltrando et al. 2012). The closing of the Valaisan ocean starts   110 Ma ago developing an 
accretionary prism against the Subbriançonnais/ Briançonnais Variscan continental basement. This closing continues till around 90 Ma, creating the imbrica-
tion/deformation within the accretionary complex (Fig. 5) stacking some slivers of ocean floor (Unit 1) with 3 sub-units of schistes à blocs differentiated by 
the composition of their blocks (Unit 2a oceanic, Unit 2b mix oceanic and continental, Unit 2c continental). During the period 90-65 Ma the Valaisan Trilogy 
is deposited unconformably on the Versoyen Complex (representing the Valaisan oceanic suture) and also to the NW on the Subbriançonnais basement and 
Permian to Liassic section of Pyramides Calcaires (Unité de Moûtiers, Antoine, 1971). 
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gin blocks of both continental and oceanic origin (Fig. 17). 
This explains why in their today’s structural configuration, 
the grey micaschists are not only draping over the basement 
blocks and slivers, but are also forming the mélange matrix. 
As said above, the possible effects of the Cretaceous thermal 
metamorphism (if any) could have been lost during the HP 
Alpine metamorphic overprint.

This paper does not intend to establish from the restricted 
Petit Saint Bernard Pass area a final plate tectonic model for 
the Valaisan ocean. This subject is still a subject of great de-
bate (van Hinsbergen et al., 2019, Ribes et al., 2020; Le Bret-
on et al., 2021). However, the model of Stampfli and Hochard 
(2009) used here and unlike others, presents a geodynamic 
scenario consistent with our field data and model.

A simple interpretative scheme, based on detailed region-
al field observations and assuming a relatively fixist point of 
view, is shown on Fig. 17. It contributes to set the main stages 
of the geodynamic evolution.  However, using the plate tec-
tonics model of the Alpine area (Stampfli et al., 2002; Stamp-
fli and Hochard, 2009 and references therein), it can be shown 
that a simple scenario of an oceanic closure around 90 Ma is 
not enough to explain the whole evolution. Based on the mag-
netic anomalies from the Atlantic, it is possible to determine 
the distances separating the continental masses and the dis-
placement of the Iberian plate, of which the Briançonnais was 
part. The latter was facing the Provençal margin at the time of 
the closure, with a remnant oceanic basin still around 200 km 
wide. In this Provençal transect, the late Cretaceous flexural 
basin implies that the distance from the accretionary wedge 
was c. 250 km, and that the margin inversion took place in 
the Late Albian (see La Ciotat conglomerates; Thum et al., 
2015 and references therein). A similar northern margin in-
version scenario can be established on a western Dauphinois 
transect for the Piolit-Pelat flysch (Thum et al., 2015). In the 
Swiss transect, the final closure of the Valaisan Basin is con-
strained by the deposition of the Maastrichtian Niesen flysch 
and further east by the Paleocene Sardona flysch (Stampfli et 
al., 2002, and references therein). These data give a precise 
time frame for the closure of the Valais oceanic basin be-
tween Late Albian and Late Maastrichtian.

A more elaborated scenario
Fig. 18 presents a more elaborated scenario that takes 

into consideration the geodynamic constraints just exposed. 
In this scenario, all the Subbriançonnais units associated to 
the Valaisan domain are part of an extended NW Briançon-
nais passive margin, starting with a rifting stage in the late 
Jurassic, which led to an embryonic oceanisation during the 
Aptian. The basin opened in a strike-slip context, with small 
en échelon spreading centres offset by transform faults. In 
this context, the sill-lava-sediment sequence of the Versoyen 
(Unit 1) were emplaced in gaps within the hyper-extended 
margin on which crustal allochthons of all sizes rested on de-
nuded upper mantle.

Starting in the Albian (110 Ma), the rotation of the Ibe-
rian/African plate induced the onset of subduction in the Val-
aisan ocean, along the spreading centers and associated trans-
form faults. During the following 10-15 Ma, the Briançonnais 
passive margin became active and incorporated the Subbrian-
çonnais allochthons and the oceanic/mantle material. At that 
time the accretionary complex appeared, which produced 
the Versoyen “schistes à blocs” tectonic mélange. Lastly, 
Aroley-type mass flows and conglomerates unconformably 
covered this accretionary complex and the “Pyramides Cal-
caires” Subbriançonnais basement allochthon. The subduc-

tion was quite oblique, the northeastward displacement of the 
Briançonnais landmass being in the order of 500 km, whereas 
the convergence Europe-Iberia was in the order of 300 km. 
Around 100-95 Ma, allochthons from the northern margin of 
the ocean were accreted to the growing accretionary prism, 
giving birth to a larger backstop structure. 

When the subduction was well established, during the 
Cenomanian-Turonian, perched basins developed on the 
structured active margin, which on the long term would have 
given birth to a larger fore-arc type basin. In this basin, the 
Marmontains and then the St Christophe flysch were most 
likely deposited (Trilogy shown in yellow) in a relatively calm 
setting, because much of the deformation took place later in 
the accretionary prism within the remnant Valaisan basin. 
The outermost allochthon and accreted material became the 
backstop of the prism, and more allochthons from the northern 
margin were accreted and underplated. A few islands might 
have existed along its strike providing a source of clastics, 
and recycling the pelagic fauna (radiolarians, foraminifers) of 
Early Cretaceous age (Burri, 1958; Bagnoud et al., 1998). 

In Fig 18 the positions of the Tertiary Alpine thrusts are 
shown in green: only very small slivers of this margin and the 
top layer of the Briançonnais landmass escaped subduction. In 
this domain (A), the top thrust corresponds to the detachment 
of the sedimentary cover that will give birth to the Préalpes 
Médianes tectonic units once detached by the arriving Pied-
mont accretionary prism (Stampfli et al., 2002). The bottom 
thrust (B) took place when the underlying continent was al-
ready subducted, then upper crustal elements with their cover 
of Carboniferous and Permian were emplaced in the nappe 
pile. On the section at bottom of Fig. 18, we tentatively put 
Permo-Carboniferous grabens within the Subbriançonnais do-
main, and we consider the grabens as the weak late Variscan 
structures reactivated during the Late Jurassic rifting.

From the Piedmont sedimentary pile of the Nappes Su-
périeures of the Préalpes Médianes (see Stampfli et al., 2002 
and references therein), it is evident that no compressional 
/ subduction event took place before the arrival of turbi-
dites into the Piedmont oceanic basin in Turonian times (c. 
90 Ma); thus, the onset of the pre-Turonian closure of the 
Valaisan ocean and that of the Piedmont ocean south of the 
Briançonnais are not coeval, but following each other. Dur-
ing the subduction of the Briançonnais, a few slivers of the 
former active margins passed in the upper plate (detachment 
C) and through exhumation were eventually brought up to 
the surface and severely eroded. Geologists can be thankful 
that kilometre size fragments of these are still visible nowa-
days. At the bottom of Fig. 18, we show two different types 
of preserved Subbriançonnais units corresponding to what is 
now observed in the field; the external Subbriançonnais cor-
responding to elements pertaining to the accretionary back-
stop (e.g., Pyramides Calcaires - Miravidi-Punta Rossa), and 
the internal Subbriançonnais to the former crustal allochthons 
(e.g., Petit-Saint-Bernard).

CONCLUSIONS

Beltrando et al.  (2007; 2012) show two new major data 
and a new interpretation that are key to the Valaisan geology. 
They report a Permian age for the Punta Rossa and Aiguille 
du Clapet massifs and a superimposed Cretaceous thermal 
event recorded in the rims of some zircons. Moreover, in the 
grey micaschists of the Punta Rossa area they discover radio-
larian microfossils, which we consider here as likely Early 
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Fig. 18 - Geodynamic evolution of the Valaisan ocean and its Briançonnais margin. During the Aptian (121 My), after 200 km of translation, the separation 
of the Iberian-Briançonnais landmass from Europe led to the opening of small basins were oceanisation started to take place. During the Albian (110 My), the 
highly extended northern Briançonnais passive margin started being imbricated due to a convergence between the two plates. The oceanised basins became the 
site of subduction and formation of mélanges (Versoyen), still in a dominant strike-slip displacement where the Briançonnais margin became an upper plate el-
ement (95-90 My). The more external allochthons became the tectonised substratum of a perched basin (Trilogy), sealing the previous deformation during the 
Turonian (90-65 My). The perched basin remained an active site of sedimentation until the end of the Cretaceous, when the distal European margin started to 
collide with the Briançonnais subduction zone. During the Alpine collision and subduction of the Briançonnais landmass, only very small slivers of the former 
margin escaped subduction (detachment C), and only a thin sliver of the Briançonnais was detached from its substratum (detachment B, detachment A corre-
sponding to the obduction of the Préalpes Médianes).
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Cretaceous. The hyper-extended rift margin interpretation 
is also a step forward in the comprehension of the Valaisan 
geology. In this work we report in addition the occurrence 
of a Cretaceous (pre-Turonian) shortening event linked to a 
subduction process associated to the closure of the Valaisan 
Ocean and preceding the Tertiary Alpine continental collision 
and associated HP metamorphism. From our field investiga-
tions, we redefine the Versoyen Complex as an imbrication of 
four structural units, interpreted as a pre-Alpine Cretaceous 
tectonic mélange formed in an accretionary prism. 

A new U/Pb zircon age of 310 ± 4 Ma is obtained on a 
Versoyen layered diorite from the Tormottaz area. The calc-
alkaline signature of this rock is similar to other plutonic 
rocks included in the tectonic mélange, such as the Punta 
Rossa and Aiguille du Clapet massifs. We consider the calc-
alkaline rocks as former rift allochthons, derived from the 
Briançonnais continental basement, which would represent 
a late Variscan back-arc environment. Based on a Western 
Alps late Variscan geochemical review, we also propose that 
the Valaisan rift opened within the Subbriançonnais domain 
by reactivating deep Variscan fault systems located along the 
Briançonnais Zone Houillère domain, in agreement with Bal-
lévre et al. (2018). The geology of the Petit-Saint-Bernard 
Pass remains a key area to unravel the geodynamic evolution 
of the Western Alps.
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